
VIDEO WALL MANAGEMENT SOLUTIONS FOR CONTROL ROOMS 

The VuWall plugin for Milestone XProtect® allows for seamless integration of TRx video wall management software within 
the Milestone XProtect® infrastructure.  

The VuWall plugin enables control room operators to manage VuWall video wall processors, changing feeds and display 
content, directly from the already-familiar XProtect® Smart Client interface, without switching applications. They can easily 
control the video wall ecosystem which may include Milestone IP cameras, but also content from other sources such as 
IP encoders, web apps, web maps, RSS feeds, HDMI sources and computer sources, with easy drag-and-drop operations. 

This integration brings a comprehensive approach to security and surveillance. Operators have complete control over the 
video feeds on the video wall, whether they need to display live video camera sequences or play back streams from a video 
server. In addition to IP video content, the plugin can also manage physical sources like HDMI, and any applications such 
as maps, web pages, and control data, which can be displayed on the wall by controlling all sources and presets, providing 
a complete end-to-end networked solution. 

In addition, VuWall operators can see all the cameras listed on the VuWall interface the same way as they are configured 
in Milestone XProtect® platform. 
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FEATURES & BENIFITS

• Improved operational workflow and user experience with seamless integration. 

• The VuWall Plugin expands the Milestone XProtect® capabilities to control a video wall with hybrid content from IP 
cameras (Milestone XProtect® Server) and other sources like TV tuners, local applications, web pages, social media 
feeds, etc.

• Simple synchronization between Milestone XProtect® and VuWall TRx software.

• Simple user experience with software designed specifically for control room operations

• Seamless integration: VuWall software simply pulls information from Milestone XProtect® Management Server without 
affecting any Milestone settings.

• Easy TRx API and Scripting tools that allow Milestone operators to trigger events and launch pre-sets on the video wall. 

VuWall’s strategic partnership with Milestone has been 
instrumental in empowering customers globally to enhance 
operational efficiency within their control rooms. Through 
collaborative efforts, VuWall has consistently evolved its 
integration with Milestone solutions, demonstrating the 
company’s commitment to serve the security market with 
the tools that they need to be most efficient in their daily 
operations. By streamlining workflows for control room 
operators, VuWall facilitates seamless visualization of vital 
information, enabling swift responses to time-sensitive matters.  
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